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NEW YORK, March 16, 2023 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Notified, a globally trusted technology partner for public relations, investor relations, and
marketing professionals, today announced an AI based press release generator for GlobeNewswire, one of the world's largest newswire distribution
networks. Notified is launching a beta in April 2023, for early adopters to provide real-time feedback and have a forum to openly discuss the impact of
AI on their work. To learn more and apply for the GlobeNewswire AI press release generator beta, visit https://insight.notified.com/globenewswire-ai.

GlobeNewswire offers an industry-leading AI-powered press release generator that develops strategic and accurate content quickly, efficiently, and
securely – enabling customers to go directly from drafting to distribution to measurement, all within the trusted Notified PR Platform. The ability to
quickly draft a press release based on topics, concepts or storylines using generative AI will allow PR professionals to save time during critical news
moments. The GlobeNewswire press release generator beta is an opportunity for communications professionals to experiment with using generative
artificial intelligence for press releases and provide critical feedback that shapes the future features and functionality of the product. GlobeNewswire’s
press release generator is built on Microsoft Azure OpenAI.

“Artificial intelligence technology has been built into the Notified PR Platform since it was launched in 2010, to power our media contact database and
monitoring tools, and we’re incredibly excited to develop and launch an AI press release generator within GlobeNewswire,” said Jeff Stacey, head of
PR product management, Notified. “The Notified PR Platform is the only PR software available with press release distribution, media contact
database, media monitoring, social listening, newsroom and newsletter creation and measurement and alerts under one login. The AI press release
generator advances our mission to make it easy to create and share powerful stories with the world.”

As one of the world’s largest newswire distribution networks responsible for securely and reliably delivering mission critical communications on behalf
of more than one-third of the world’s 2,000 largest companies, GlobeNewswire distributes press releases in 130+ countries and 35 local languages to
help clients drive visibility among critical stakeholders.

“There is no doubt that artificial intelligence will impact the communications industry,” said Nimesh Davé, president, Notified.  “While there is no
replacement for the talent and skill of experienced human practitioners, there is potential for generative AI to automate and streamline time consuming
processes – allowing communications professionals to focus on critical, strategic work. Notified is committed to advancing this technology by working
hand-in-hand with those that will be using it.”

“It’s remarkable to see the many ways that companies are using Microsoft Azure OpenAI Service to innovate and enhance their products,” said Brian
Willson, vice president, West & Midwest region, Microsoft. “Microsoft is proud to support Notified in its mission to deliver the most advanced AI models
to PR professionals through its PR platform.”

To learn more about the GlobeNewswire beta and sign up, visit: https://insight.notified.com/globenewswire-ai.

To learn more about the Notified PR Platform, visit: https://www.notified.com/PR/pr-platform.

About Notified:
Notified is committed to making it easy for brands to create and share powerful stories with the world. Our suite of world-class, award-winning
solutions and our dedicated customer service team are relied upon by more than 10,000 global customers, from growing businesses and public
companies to some of the world’s most recognizable brands.

Notified’s solutions help businesses effectively share and amplify their stories—to customers, investors, employees and the media. From webinars and
virtual events, to earnings calls, IR websites, social listening, media engagement tools, and regulatory and press release distribution via
GlobeNewswire, Notified has you covered. Notified is a part of West Technology Group, LLC (formerly Intrado Corporation) controlled by affiliates of
certain funds managed by Apollo Global Management, Inc. (NYSE: APO). Notified is headquartered in New York, N.Y.

Learn more at www.notified.com or follow us on LinkedIn,Twitter, or our Blog.
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